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Many agents look at their territory too generically and therefore
miss the point of how to win the business. Specific focus is required within your territory.
Here are some ideas to get you started with this:
1.

Set your boundaries so that you know where to focus your
efforts. If you work a large territory, break it up into smaller
segments and zones. Create a map of the area and segment the territory into zones that can be coloured for priority and focus. Each main zone should cover approximately
500 properties and or businesses.

2.

Understand the clients by type and size that you should be
connecting with. They may own or occupy quality properties within your territory. Make a list of the clients and the
properties, and highlight those properties or companies on
your territory map. Prioritise those clients for the business
opportunity and profile they can provide you with.

3.

Systematically work the streets within each territory zone.
That will mean visiting the businesses to introduce yourself
and leave your business card. You can also contact the
property owners directly by telephone or cold calling as
part of that process. The important issue here is that you
remain organised and focused in the process.

4.

If you have any property listings at this point in time, those
listings will give you an excuse to talk to the other property
owners and businesses in the same general location. Some
adjacent or nearby property owners may be wishing to relocate, expand, or contract. Your current listings will help you
identify those nearby clients and prospects that are looking
to change.

5.

Look for the listings that are currently being marketed by
your competitors. You can market your services to the adjacent property owners and business proprietors; they may
like to compete with any listed property. Use your competitor’s listings productively in your prospecting and networking system.

To be successful in commercial real estate brokerage
an agency, you simply need to understand your territory and work it methodically and systematically.
Most agents struggle with the discipline required.
Get that fact under control; your commercial real
estate market share and listing potential can then
rise significantly.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This information is prepared as general training information for commercial real estate practitioners globally. No part of this
material may be regarded or relied upon as legal or specific advice for individual situations. Although all care has been taken in
the preparation of this material, recipients:
 Must not alter their position or refrain from doing so in reliance upon this material; and
 Are urged to seek independent legal advice with respect to the matters traversed in this material; and
 Are urged to undertake further studies into legislation and practices that apply in their location.
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